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ABSTRACT: We analyze the eﬀect of point mutations on the
energy landscape of a coiled-coil peptide, GCN4-pLI, where
the native state is a parallel tetrameric conﬁguration formed
from two identical dimers. Experimentally, a single mutation,
E20S, supports both antiparallel and parallel structures. Here,
we analyze the potential energy landscapes of the dimeric units
for the parent sequence and four mutants, namely E20S, E20A,
E20P, and E20G. Despite sharing characteristic funnels
containing the parallel and antiparallel structures, the point
mutations change some parts of the landscape quite
dramatically, and we predict new intermediate structures and characterize the associated heat capacities. For the mutants we
predict that kinked intermediate structures facilitate the transition between parallel and antiparallel morphologies, in contrast to
the parent sequence. Furthermore, we predict a change from a multifunnel energy landscape in the E20S mutant to a landscape
dominated by an underlying single funnel in the parent sequence, with accompanying heat capacity signatures. Our results imply
that changes in the landscape due to mutations might provide useful tools for functional protein design.
1. INTRODUCTION
In principle, the energy landscape of a protein contains all the
information required to understand its structure, thermody-
namics, and kinetics.1−11 An exploration of the energy
landscape therefore provides insight into experimentally
observable properties.12−14 The computational potential energy
landscape framework employs discrete path sampling15,16 to
construct kinetic transition networks,17,18 exploiting eﬃcient
geometry optimization procedures. The use of geometry
optimization facilitates sampling that is largely independent of
kinetic traps caused by high energy barriers, and hence permits
us to explore a wide range of time scales. Previous studies have
used this approach for various molecules, ranging from
intrinsically disordered proteins19 and protein folding20,21 to
the assembly of biomolecules.22,23
The changes a protein or peptide undergoes upon mutation
will cause systematic changes in the underlying potential energy
landscape. Here we analyze one particular example in detail.
Some studies have hinted at the inherent stability of the
topography of energy landscapes for naturally occurring
proteins with respect to perturbations, such as point
mutations.24−28 One suggestion is that if a stable fold is still
achieved after a mutation, this folded mutated structure will
closely resemble the wild type native state.24 However, we
should also consider the possibilities presented by a multifunnel
energy landscape, where there exist competing potential energy
funnels, leading to alternative morphologies. A point mutation
in such a system may not change the overall topography, but is
likely to change the depth (enthalpy) and width (entropy) of
funnels, as well as the relative energies, which in turn will
perturb the observed behavior. Understanding such changes is
important, as many human diseases are aﬀected or caused by
mutations.29−32
The example we consider in the present work is a coiled-coil
peptide. Coiled-coils are a common motif observed in
biological systems,33,34 and consequently they have been the
target of many studies to gain insight into the structure and
further the design of functional systems.35−37 Particular
attention has been paid to the assembly of coiled-coils in
oligomers of diﬀerent sizes, the electrostatic and nonpolar
interactions involved in the formation of parallel and
antiparallel states, and the inﬂuence of mutations on the
stability.38−42 These studies agree that there is competition
between diﬀerent oligomer sizes, as well as between parallel and
antiparallel conﬁgurations, which is likely caused by a
multifunnel energy landscape.37 FRET experiments even
allowed the observation of two such competing states for one
example.43
The system investigated in this study is a peptide derived
from the leucine zipper of the yeast transcription factor
GCN4.44 The peptide forms tetramers composed of two
identical dimers of helices, where each monomer has the same
sequence (MKQIED-KLEEILS-KLYHIEN-ELARIKK-LLG).
Experiment45 has shown that a single point mutation, E20S,
in the helices leads to crystals supporting parallel and
antiparallel structures, whereas the parent sequence exclusively
crystallizes in a parallel arrangement. In addition to their
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experimental work, Yadav et al.45 used replica exchange
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate crystal-
lization. Their results suggest an inherent tendency to form
parallel structures in the parent sequence, which they attributed
to the formation of a strong salt bridge between Lys15 and
Glu20. This interaction favors the parallel structure, whereas in
the E20S mutant the absence of the salt bridge lowers the
stabilization relative to the antiparallel alignment. The close
match in energy, and the similar hydrophobic interaction
surfaces, then permit both structures to be observed. This
delicate balance indicates that the key interactions are unlikely
to be optimized within a single conformation and strongly
suggest the existence of multiple funnels on the energy
landscape. It was also suggested that the existence of multiple
topologies and the changes observed upon mutation are similar
in other coiled-coil systems, and further evidence has been
provided by more recent studies.43
Here we consider the global energy landscape of coiled-coils
to analyze the competition between conﬁgurations, and the
eﬀect of mutations on its organization. We used discrete path
sampling15,16 for the parent sequence and the E20S mutant,
along with three other mutations, namely E20A, E20P, and
E20G. These variations were suggested by the E20S results as
discussed below. In addition, we investigate intermediate
structures and possible folding paths between conﬁgurations,
providing new insight into the eﬀects of mutations.
This investigation also provides further evidence that
multifunnel energy landscapes give rise to more complex
behavior, and that changes due to a point mutation can be
elucidated using the computational potential energy landscape
framework. Additionally, it is clear that multifunnel energy
landscapes, which are characterized by high energy barriers and
broken ergodicity, will pose a signiﬁcant challenge to
conventional simulation techniques.
2. METHODS
2.1. Starting Points and Force Field. Initial structures for
the E20S mutant were taken from PDB entries 2CCE and
2CCF.45 The lowest energy parallel and antiparallel structures
from the E20S landscape were mutated to yield starting points
for the parent sequence and the three additional mutants. We
only use the resolved residues in the PDB entries, which means
that each helix contains 30 amino acids, and all helices are
identical in sequence. The strands were left uncapped and no
restraint force was applied between the helices. All our
calculations used the AMBER ﬀ99SB force ﬁeld,46−49 properly
symmetrized,50,51 with an implicit generalized Born solvation
model (igb = 2)52,53 using inﬁnite interaction cutoﬀs and the
Debye−Hückel approximation for salt (0.1 M).54 As the use of
an implicit solvent model might aﬀect the structural ability, we
ran MD simulations in explicit solvent for key structures and
probed changes in conﬁguration as well as changes in relative
energy (see Supporting Information for protocol and results).
Unless otherwise stated, the results from these simulations
conﬁrm the picture derived from discrete path sampling.
2.2. Exploration of the Landscape. We explored the
potential energy landscapes using discrete path sampling15,16 to
construct kinetic transition networks17,18 consisting of local
minima and the transition states that connect them. Transition
states were located using the doubly nudged55 elastic band56,57
algorithm and hybrid-eigenvector-following.58 Connected mini-
ma were obtained by characterizing approximate steepest-
descent paths. Stationary points were optimized using the
L-BFGS minimizer with a RMS force convergence of
10−6 kcal mol−1. After an initial discrete path between the
end points was found, the landscape was further sampled to
remove artiﬁcially high barriers and kinetic traps using the
SHORTCUT22,59 and UNTRAP22 schemes within PATH-
SAMPLE.60 As the systems under consideration are relatively
large, GPU acceleration61,62 was used to speed up calculations
via the GPU interface63 for OPTIM64 and AMBER12.
Usually all new stationary points are accepted and included
in the database in the above procedure, which has been used in
a number of previous studies. However, before an initial path
between products and reactants has been found, a list of
Euclidean distances between the minima needs to be
maintained, which becomes expensive as the database grows.
Instead, after each set of connection attempts between two
minima, the best path between them was computed with a
Dijkstra-based selector65−67 using the transition states and
minima local to the connection attempt. Only stationary points
on this best path were then included in the database. This
procedure corresponds to the new DUMPBESTPATH key-
word in OPTIM.64 Additionally, for larger systems it seems to
be beneﬁcial to bridge bigger gaps between structures before
smaller ones. Only missing connections with a Euclidean
distance between the locally permutational aligned68 end points
larger than a threshold value, in this case 20 Å, were considered
in initial connection attempts. When no such gaps remained,
the threshold was removed and sampling was continued as
usual. This procedure corresponds to the new MINGAP
keyword in PATHSAMPLE.60 It leads to a sparser initial
sampling, which improves the eﬃciency and reduces the
computational eﬀort, and produces a smaller number of
stationary points in the initial database. However, this eﬀect
is mitigated by more extensive sampling after an initial path has
been found.
2.3. Tetramer conﬁgurations. The dimers form four-helix
bundles (tetramers) for both the E20S mutant and the parent
sequence with their helix axis parallel to a C2 axis at the
tetramer center.45 Exploration of the entire tetramer landscape
would be quite expensive, and therefore a diﬀerent approach
was chosen to compare tetrameric structures. Using the dimers
already characterized, two dimers were combined using
PyMOL69 and the resulting structures were locally minimized.
Diﬀerent dimer conﬁgurations from various parts of the
landscape were used to increase the structural diversity. As
discussed below, the structures obtained closely match the
observed crystal structures, both in the parent sequence and the
mutant, and appear to provide a concise explanation for the
experimentally observed behavior.45
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Order Parameters. The potential energy landscape is
visualized using disconnectivity graphs.70,71 Two structural
order parameters were deﬁned to diﬀerentiate the diﬀerent
regions of the landscape. The ﬁrst order parameter, q1, reports
on whether a structure has antiparallel or parallel components.
For each helix, a vector is deﬁned along its length as follows:
the two points deﬁning the vector are the geometrical centers
of the α and the carbonyl carbons of residues 6 to 9 and 24 to
27, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. The angle, ϕ, between
the two vectors then deﬁnes q1 as
ϕ= −q 1
2
(1 cos )1 (1)
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The second order parameter, q2, is designed to identify a
subclass of dimeric structures, characterized by a kink in one of
the helices, which wraps partially around the second helix. An
example is shown in Figure 2a. This kinking partially unwinds
the helix, and hence extends the backbone, as shown in Figure
2b. Using the diﬀerence in distance, d, between the α carbons








where dmax and dmin denote the maximum and minimum
diﬀerence, respectively, which scales the order parameter to the
range [0,1].
3.2. Energy Landscape of the E20S Mutant. The
disconnectivity graph for the E20S sequence is shown in Figure
3. The coloring schemes are derived from the order parameters
q1 and q2. This potential energy landscape exhibits three distinct
regions. The parallel and antiparallel conﬁgurations are similar
in energy, with the parallel structures slightly lower.
Furthermore, the intermediate structures, which are mainly
kinked, mediate the transition between the two states with low
associated energy barriers. The kinking decreases the solvent
exposed area of the protein and allows for more contacts
between the strands, but incurs an energy penalty for helix
breaking. For conformational switches the kinetics play an
important role. While there needs to be an energy balance
between antiparallel and parallel conﬁgurations to allow for the
population of both states, small enough energy barriers are
needed to prevent kinetic trapping in one conﬁguration. This
topography means that the two structures ought to be observed
in equilibrium, with both conﬁgurations signiﬁcantly populated.
3.3. Energy Landscape for Dimers of the Parent
Sequence. Disconnectivity graphs for the parent sequence are
illustrated in Figure 4. The main diﬀerence for the E20S mutant
is the occurrence of kinked structures in the landscape, which
do not exist for the parent sequence. These structures provide a
low-energy pathway between parallel and antiparallel conﬁg-
urations, which is not possible for the parent sequence. The
likely reason for this diﬀerence is that the kink occurs near the
point mutation. For the parent sequence this feature means
that, besides the energy penalty for helix breaking, it is also
necessary to expose more hydrophobic residues to the solvent.
Mutating kinked structures found for the E20S mutant back to
the parent sequence, and then optimizing the geometry, results
in structures with potential energies up to 100 kcal mol−1
higher than for the low energy parallel dimers. Comparing the
shortest pathway between both states on either landscape
shows that they appear similar in terms of q1 (see Supporting
Information Figure S5). However, using q2 to distinguish
minima along the path shows that the kinked structures play a
signiﬁcant role in the high energy rearrangements (see
Supporting Information Figure S6).
The presence of diﬀerent salt bridges causes the appearance
of small funnels in the antiparallel region. These salt bridges
correspond to Lys15−Glu20, as observed in the parallel
structures, and the formation of a new salt bridge Lys15−
Glu22. If the Lys15−Glu20 salt bridge is retained, one helix
must rotate, which explains the lack of hydrophobic core
formation in the tetramer structures. However, the formation of
the salt bridges does not stabilize the antiparallel structures
signiﬁcantly. Comparing the energies of intermediate struc-
tures, and the bottom of the parallel and antiparallel funnels,
the barriers for the E20S mutant are more symmetrical (see
Supporting Information page S3 and S4).
3.4. Tetramer Formation from Dimers. The assembly of
tetramers from dimers in solution is based on the formation of
a hydrophobic core, which excludes solvent molecules and
entropically favors the assembly of tetramers, along with strong
Figure 1. Vectors deﬁning q1 are shown for both helices connecting
residues 6 to 9 to residues 24 to 27. The ﬁgure was created using
PyMOL.69
Figure 2. A number of kinked structures, similar to the one shown as structure a, are found in the intermediate region between the antiparallel and
parallel regions on the landscape of the E20S mutant. The position of the mutation is indicated by the blue colored residue. (b) The distances
deﬁning q2 for the kinked structure (green) and the straight helix (cyan) in Å. The gray parts of the helices are superimposed to allow a comparison
of the distances. The ﬁgures were created with PyMOL.69
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interhelical side chain interactions that favor assembly from an
energetic perspective.
3.4.1. Parent Sequence Tetramers. Considering the low
energy parallel structures, two dimers can be combined to form
a tetramer with four identical faces based on the salt bridge
between Lys15 and Glu20. This regular pattern is shown in
Figure 5.
An analysis of all the polar interactions69 between the helices
shows a much larger number of contacts than for the
antiparallel tetramers, with the Glu20-Lys15 interaction as the
central unit. The faces of the tetramer are essentially identical
and exhibit a large number of stabilizing interactions, as shown
in Figure 6.
All these polar interactions are on the outside of the
tetramer; that is, they are solvent exposed. The hydrophobic
core is formed excluding all solvent, while interactions of the
polar groups with solvent are still possible. Furthermore, the
observed interactions closely resemble those seen in the crystal
structure (PDB entry 1GCL),44 with an RMSD of 1.241 Å, and
the main deviation is seen in the terminal region, which is the
most ﬂexible. The formation of these highly symmetrical
structures is also an example of the principle of maximum
symmetry.72 Higher symmetry in biomolecules may be
associated with deeper funnels on the landscape,73 potentially
leading to a stronger preference for such structures. As the
dimers exhibit a high degree of symmetry, and only one
Figure 3. Disconnectivity graphs for the E20S mutant. (Left) order parameter q1: separation into two funnels for the parallel (red) and antiparallel
(blue) conﬁgurations is observed with some intermediate structures (green). (Right) order parameter q2: the kinked structures observed in the
intermediate region (blue), but not in the parallel and antiparallel funnel (red), are clearly visible.
Figure 4. Left: The energy landscape of the parent sequence exhibits many antiparallel features (blue) for the dimer. The lowest energy funnel still
contains the parallel conﬁgurations. Right: Using order parameter q2, we see that no kinked structures exist in the energy landscape of the parent
sequence.
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possible alignment, there are no competing structures for the
parallel arrangement, and a deep funnel in the landscape is the
likely result.
The antiparallel structures are more complicated and more
heterogeneous, due to the diﬀerent dimer conﬁgurations
observed. This variety is based on symmetry breaking, which
allows for competing antiparallel conformations in the dimers,
and consequently in the tetramers. In general, the morpholo-
gies fall into two categories. Structures in the ﬁrst category have
a hydrophobic core similar to the parallel conﬁgurations, but
there is a change in the polar interactions observed. An example
is shown in Figure 7.
Despite the formation of the hydrophobic core, the number
of favorable interactions is much lower than for the parallel
conﬁguration. In particular, there are fewer additional
interactions upon formation of the tetramer than in the
corresponding parallel conﬁguration. This lack of native
contacts leads to an instability for the tetramers, which in
turn results in a higher predicted occupancy for the
corresponding dimer conﬁguration. Hence such structures are
inherently less stable than the parallel conﬁgurations in
solution. This type of antiparallel structure is formed for the
dimers with salt bridges between Lys15 and Glu22. The second
type is formed by the antiparallel structures close to the parallel
structures on the energy landscape, in terms of rearrangements
Figure 5. Pattern of salt bridges based on Glu20 (red) and Lys15 (blue) is shown from diﬀerent angles. The arrangement has relatively high
symmetry, with essentially identical tetramer faces. The yellow-colored residues in the helix are the Glu22 residues. Figure created with PyMOL.69
Figure 6. Diﬀerent views of the parallel tetramer with all the polar interactions indicated (black, dashed lines) reveal identical faces and a fully
formed hydrophobic core. For clarity only residues in one face are shown in structure b. Figure created with PyMOL.69
Figure 7. Diﬀerent views of the antiparallel tetramers of the ﬁrst category with all polar interactions shown (black dashed lines). There are two
distinct faces of the tetramer with distinctly diﬀerent interactions. For clarity only residues in two faces are shown in structure b. Figure created with
PyMOL.69
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via single transition states. These conﬁgurations exhibit very
diﬀerent behavior due to the geometrical restrictions caused by
the Lys15−Glu20 salt bridge. Some representative structures
are shown in Figure 8.
The antiparallel tetramers in this case have no hydrophobic
core and instead a variety of polar interactions can exist within
the assembled structure. These changes result in destabilization
of the structure, unfavorable interactions with the solvent, and
little entropic driving force for assembly. Hence tetrameric,
antiparallel conﬁgurations are unstable compared to the parallel
conformation, and antiparallel parent sequence structures do
not exist. Analogous destabilization due to hydrophilic groups
has previously been observed and modeled in other
systems.74,75
3.4.2. E20S Tetramers. The tetramers formed with the E20S
mutation are very similar to the crystal structures previously
observed.45 The pattern of contacts between the helices is
symmetrical for the parallel structures, and there are two
diﬀerent faces for the antiparallel conﬁguration. The absence of
the Lys15−Glu20 salt bridge destabilizes the parallel conﬁg-
uration and lowers the relative energy of the two observed
conformations. The combination of a parallel or antiparallel
dimer with a kinked structure is also stable in implicit and
explicit solvent, allowing for kinked intermediates providing
transition pathways for tetramers similar to the dimer
intermediates.
3.5. Heat Capacity Curves and Landscape Entropies.
The databases of minima and transition states constructed for
the E20S mutant and the parent sequence provide further
insight into some features of the underlying landscape, as well
as a connection to observable properties.
The ﬁrst property considered here is the landscape
entropy76−78 of the two systems. The landscape entropy is
the heat capacity due to the density of local minima, excluding
vibrational degrees of freedom. For the parent sequence a
broad spectrum with two peaks is observed, whereas the E20S
mutant only exhibits one sharp peak (Figure 9). This clear
feature is associated with two distinct, observable states, which
corresponds to well separated funnels on the energy landscape.
This view is supported by the distribution of potential energy
for the local minima (see Supporting Information, Figures S7
and S8), which shows a bimodal distribution for the E20S
mutant, clearly distinguishing the parallel and antiparallel
structures, with the kinked structures populating the
intermediate energies. In contrast, the parent sequence shows,
not only a broader peak in terms of the landscape entropy, but
also a unimodal distribution of minima. This diﬀerence
provides evidence that the E20S mutant possesses a multifunnel
energy landscape, whereas the parent sequence, although it
exhibits some distinct funnels, is closer to an energy landscape
with one underlying funnel. This result shows how point
mutations may induce a transition from multifunnel landscapes
to landscapes dominated by an underlying single funnel, and
vice versa, which might be exploited in engineering
Figure 8. Diﬀerent views of the antiparallel tetramers of the second category illustrate polar interactions within the core of the assembled structures
(black dashed lines). There is no hydrophobic core, but instead a variety of bonding patterns are observed. Figure created with PyMOL.69
Figure 9. Plots of the landscape entropy (top) deﬁned by the density
of local minima, and the corresponding heat capacity curves (bottom)
for the parent sequence and the E20S mutant, reveal clear diﬀerences
in the underlying energy landscape, which should be observable in
experiment. The temperature scale reﬂects the energy density of local
minima. The temperature range of 3000 K is roughly 10 kcal mol−1,
which corresponds to the energy gap between the parallel and
antiparallel funnels in the mutant landscape.
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applications, but at the same time could prove to be important
in disease-related mutations.
A similar pattern is observed for the normal-mode frequency
distributions (see Supporting Information Figures S9 and S10).
The E20S mutant exhibits a bimodal frequency distribution,
corresponding to the two funnels observed. This pattern
reinforces the suggestion proposed above that a transition is
observed from a multifunnel landscape to a landscape,
dominated by an underlying single funnel.
The changes in the landscape also aﬀect the heat capacities.
As seen in Figure 9, the peaks shift in temperature. The shifts
for the heat capacity peaks, as well as the energy scale for the
landscape entropy, can be understood in terms of the entropy
contribution of the vibrational normal modes. For high energy
minima the modes are softer, leading to the observed shifts for
the high temperature peaks in Cv.
To obtain an experimentally relevant temperature scale for
the entropy we can convolute the landscape entropy with the
contribution from local vibrational densities of states.
Analyzing the heat capacity peaks further, we can attempt to
identify the local minima contributing to the phase transition
associated. Using the changes in occupation probabilities with
temperature, as detailed elsewhere,79 it is possible to compare
the three transitions observed for the two sequences. All three
peaks for the parent sequence are associated with changes
within the parallel funnel. Our sample of local minima does not
produce a melting peak for the parent sequence. In contrast, for
the E20S mutant a melting peak can be identiﬁed at around
700 K. While the lowest peak at around 35 K corresponds to
the transition from the global minimum to other low lying
parallel structures, the peak at about 340 K is associated with a
transition from parallel structures to kinked intermediates
(appropriately colored disconnectivity graphs are provided in
the Supporting Information, Figure S11).
3.6. Conformational Switches. Switching between the
parallel and antiparallel conformations seems to depend on the
two properties described above, that is, interhelical interactions
and low-energy intermediates. Thermodynamically, the states
need to be close in energy for the equilibrium occupation
probabilities to be comparable. The energy diﬀerence is largely
determined by the interaction between the two coils, and for
the parent sequence, by one strong interaction, namely the
Glu20-Lys15 salt bridge, which facilitates alignment with a
range of favorable contacts, in agreement with the work of
Yadav et al.45 The absence of Glu20 leads to a destabilization of
the parallel conﬁguration due to the missing salt bridge, and
stabilization of the antiparallel conﬁguration is observed
because destabilizing arrangements formed by salt bridges are
not present. Experimental observation of alternative conforma-
tions also depends on the kinetics, and only if the barriers
involved are suﬃciently low will transitions occur on relevant
time scales.
The changes caused by mutations may have observable
eﬀects beyond the parallel to antiparallel interconversion. The
kinking observed for the E20S mutant coincides with
instabilities in the helices themselves. Hence any changes may
destabilize the helices in such a way that no stable dimer is
observed. To investigate this relationship further, the eﬀect of a
second alternative mutation was probed with the aim of
lowering the energy barrier for kinked structures. Suitable
eﬀects were achieved by introducing proline (E20P), which
favors distortions in helices,80−82 glycine (E20G), and alanine
(E20A), which will not be able to form strong interhelical
contacts.
3.6.1. The Energy Landscapes of the E20G, E20A, and
E20P Mutants. All three energy landscapes still exhibit a clear
separation of conﬁgurations into antiparallel and parallel
funnels, as seen for the E20S mutant and the parent sequence
(see Supporting Information, Figure S2−S4). Despite this
preservation of the key features, clear diﬀerences emerge as
well. First, most kinked structures exhibit even higher degrees
of deformation, including kinking introduced in both helices. As
expected, the energy barriers for kinking are lowest for the
proline mutation, but they are also lowered for the E20G and
E20A mutants (see Supporting Information, p S3). The lower
barrier is caused by the lower propensity for helical strucutures
Figure 10. Comparison of kinked intermediates for the E20S mutant (top) and the E20A mutant (bottom). Figure created with PyMOL.69
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for proline and the lack of interhelical salt bridges that prevent
kinking. The lack of interhelical interactions is also reﬂected in
the fact that the absolute energy diﬀerence between parallel and
antiparallel structures is reduced (see Supporting Information,
p S3).
3.6.2. Kinking Mechanism of E20S. The mutations
considered above have additional eﬀects. The landscapes for
the E20G and E20A mutants both show low-lying funnels
competing with the helical dimers, which exhibit a high degree
of deformation and a loss of helicity. Despite being able to
introduce more kinking, and hence lower energy intermediate
structures, the loss in structural deﬁnition of the parallel and
antiparallel states, which corresponds to broader, shallower
funnels and the appearance of competing funnels in the
landscape, inhibits the switching behavior. The key factor here
is that the loss of interhelical interactions required to produce
lower energy intermediates must be conserved to some degree
for structural stability. This conservation occurs for the E20S
mutant, but not for the E20G or E20P mutants, and only to a
small degree for the E20A mutant. This eﬀect can also be seen
in the intermediate structures (see Figure 10).
The E20S mutant supports one speciﬁc kinked structure,
with the serine mutation exhibiting suﬃciently strong
interactions between strands to conserve the helical dimers,
but still allows for a kinked intermediate that is stabilized by
interactions of the backbone and Glu22 with Lys15. In contrast,
the E20A mutant exhibits a stronger degree of kinking, leading
to a larger number of feasible structures and to stabilization via
diﬀerent residues, for example, His18, which in turn causes
changes in the backbone arrangements for both chains. A
necessary condition for the switchability of coiled-coil
structures therefore seems to be mutations that weaken the
bond strength of the interhelical interactions. This change
lowers the energies of intermediate structures and the barriers
that separate them, while maintaining the stability of the end
points.
4. CONCLUSION
Our results for the GCN4-pLI peptide illustrate how analysis of
energy landscapes can be used to explore the eﬀect of point
mutations. Within this framework it is possible to explain
experimental observations, ﬁnd a structural basis for emergent
properties, and predict new phenomena that correspond to a
multifunnel potential energy landscape.
For this coiled-coil system it was shown that the energy
landscapes of the parent sequence and E20S mutant dimers
exhibit similar topographies, with separation into two main
regions, corresponding to parallel and antiparallel arrange-
ments. The main diﬀerence between the two systems is the
appearance of kinked structures in the intermediate region
around the mutated residue, leading to a diﬀerent inter-
conversion pathway. Furthermore, the energy diﬀerence
between the antiparallel and parallel conﬁgurations is lowered.
This result agrees with the experimental observation that the
parent sequence preference for the parallel arrangement is
based on interhelical interactions, especially the Lys15−Glu20
salt bridge. A salt bridge lowers the energy of the parallel
conﬁgurations, and destabilizes the antiparallel conﬁgurations.
This salt bridge is not present in the E20S mutant, leading to
the possibility of antiparallel structures for the dimer. We
predict that the assembly of tetramers from these dimers can
easily occur for the mutant protein. For the parent sequence the
antiparallel tetramers are unstable, and only the parallel
conﬁgurations are expected.
Probing the importance of the intermediate, kinked
structures and the interhelical interactions further, our study
of the E20G, E20A, and E20P mutants reveals that the
observations for the parent sequence and its E20S mutant can
be generalized to other mutations. The energy landscapes are
relatively robust toward mutations, all exhibiting two well-
separated regions associated with antiparallel and parallel
structures. However, the mutations still lead to signiﬁcant
changes in the distribution of energy barriers, the number of
structures with particular structural properties observed, and
their relative energies. The removal of the salt bridge can lead
to a switchable system (E20S), but also to unstable helices
(E20A, E20G, and E20P), indicating a delicate balance in the
interactions.
Our results also imply that a change in the multifunnel
character can shift the energy and normal-mode frequency
distributions to reﬂect a single underlying funnel. These
changes will have signiﬁcant eﬀects on the thermodynamic
and kinetic properties. Multifunnel protein energy landscapes
hinder thermodynamic equilibrium, so that nonequilibrium
conﬁgurations determined by kinetics may be observed, with
interesting consequences for stability with respect to point
mutations.
A better understanding of the factors involved in the stability
and pathways between parallel and antiparallel structures may
be useful in extending the understanding of protein−protein
interactions, in providing insight into the role of mutations in
self-assembly and aggregation, and in the future design of
proteins based on the coiled-coil motif.83−86
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